
Serial No. 09/866,647

IN THE SPECIFICATIOfS!:

The specification as amended below with replacement paragraphs shows added text

with underlining and deleted text with str ikothrough .

Please REPLACE table 1 at page 9, with the following table:

TABLE 1 Factors of Personality Trait

Factors of Personality
Trait

D (depression) glooTTiiness , strong sense of sin

C (cyclic tendency) whimsy, easily surprised

I (Inferiority feelings)
Lack of confidence.
Self -underestimate

N (nervousness) reverie , sub j ectivism

0 (lack of obiectivity) Subnectivity, lack of obnectivity

Co (lack of cooperativeness) complaining, distrust to others

Aq (aarcaaivcncoa aqqressiveness) aggressiveness, social activeness

G (general activity) activeness, physical activeness

R (rhathymia) Easy, optimistic, impulsive

T (thinking extraversion)
Lack of consideration,
meditative , reflective

A (ascendancy) social ascendancy, leadership

S (social extraversion)
sociable, social,
preference of social contact
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Please REPLACE the paragraph beginning at page 7, line 25 ("The client machine

130...the processor 131), with the following paragraph:

The client machine 130 (hereinafter referred to simply as a client) can be an information

processing apparatus or terminal such as a desktop or notebook personal computer (PC)

including a processor 131, a storage device 136, an input device 132 such as a keyboard, a

mouse and the like, a video monitor or a display device 134, an audio input and output device

135. and a network interface 139^ which may include a dialer and a modem and the like. A

storage device 433-136 of the client 130 stores a client function program executed by the

processor 131.

Please REPLACE the paragraph beginning at page 8, line 9 ("Referring to FIGURE 2, ...

a well known Y-G personality trait test), with the following paragraph:

Roforr ing to F IGURE 2, tho Jhe operations of the server 1 00 and the client 1 30 is

described below in reference to FIGURE 2 . When the user selects to execute a questionnaire

on a display screen of preparation for the learning (not shown) on the video monitor 134 of the

client 130, the server 100 starts to perform the process shown in FIGURE 2. At Step 202, the

questionnaire for a personality trait test, and the server 100 transmits it to the client 100 and

receives answers from the client 130. The client 130 receives the first questionnaire and

displays it on the video monitor 134, and instructs the user to operate the input device 132 to

answer it. The user of the client 130 of the computer-assisted education system is a learner.

The first questionnaire includes a plurality of questions for determining a personality trait of the

learner. The personality trait test may be, for example, a-the well known Yatabe-Guilford (Y-G)

personality inventon/ or character test ("Y-G personality trait test!!).

Please REPLACE the paragraph beginning at page 9, line 13 ("At Step 204, ... the

user's learning history database 126), with the following paragraph:

At Step 204, the questionnaire processor 1 10 analyzes the received answers of the user

to determine a percentile profile of the personality trait of the user for the twelve personality trait

factors D to S. At Step 205, the questionnaire processor 1 10 temporarily stores the determined

profile in tho memory work aroa or in the user's learning history database 126.
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Please REPLACE the paragraph beginning at page 12, line 33 ("Referring to FIGURE 3

... the trait L-A), with the following paragraph:

Referring to FIGURE 3, a person of the trait G-A has the trait L-A. A person of the trait

G-F has the trait L-BE. A person of the trait G-D has the trait L-C. A person of the trait G-E has

the trait L-D. A person of the trait G-C has the trait L-EB. However, a person of a certain

general life attitude trait may have different magnitudes for a particular personality trait factor as

described above, which magnitudes correspond to either one of a few of the learning attitude

traits. For example, a person of the trait G-B with a higher magnitude of the personality trait

factor A (ascendancy) is considered to have the trait L-B, but a person having the trait G-B with

a lower magnitude of the personality trait factor A (ascendancy) is considered to have the trait L-

A.
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